Within the framework of three generations of leptons the schematical method for estimating CP asymmetry in neutrino oscillations is considered. We introduce a unitarity triangle corresponding to ν e -ν µ oscillation, in addition, we show that it is convenient for the estimation to define another new triangle. CP asymmetry is determined by the difference between the shapes of a unitarity triangle and new triangle. As results, (i) we show that CP asymmetry becomes maximal if the shapes of these two triangles are the same. (ii) We can easily estimate L/E which leads almost 100% asymmetry using this. (iii) In ν e -ν µ oscillation with sin 2 2θ 13 ≃ 0.04, we obtain about 90% asymmetry for LMA MSW scenario and 3% asymmetry for SMA MSW scenario within long baseline neutrino expriments to be realized in near future. 
Introduction
Recent atmospheric neutrino experiments [1] strongly suggest ν µ -ν τ oscillations with large mixing. On the other hand, solar neutrino experiments [2] also suggest ν e -ν µ or ν e -ν τ oscillations. These results imply the participation of at least three generations in the lepton sector.
In the framework of three generations, it is natural to consider CP violation in neutrino oscillations. The estimation of CP phase in the lepton sector, if it exists, is very important to construct the physics beyond the Standard Model. As 1-3 mixing and 1-2 mass difference are small, it is difficult to observe CP violation effects at present experiments. However, there are following favorable points to observe CP violation in neutrino oscillations. First, various long baseline experiments with high intensity neutrino beams are planned in near future. There are mainly two kinds of experiments with high energy neutrino like neutrino factory experiments [3] , and with low energy neutrino like PRISM [4] . Second, the appearence of large 2-3 mixing discovered by Super-Kamiokande Collaboration provides the possibilities of large CP violation in the lepton sector. This is contrast to CP violation in the quark sector with small 2-3 mixing. Considering of this point, CP violation in neutrino oscillations have been investigated by many authors [5, 6] .
In this work, we propose the schematical approach to estimate CP asymmetry in neutrino oscillation defined by
where ∆P CP is CP-conserving part and ∆P CP is CP-violating part. We introduce a unitarity triangle in the lepton sector and another new triangle to estimate A CP . We explore the condition in which A CP takes the value as large as possible using the geometry of the two triangles. From the condition, L/E which leads the almost 100% asymmetry can be estimated easily, where L is the baseline length and E is the neutrino energy. In the case of LMA and SMA MSW scenarios, we derive such L/E and estimate whether large A CP is realized in near future experiments.
Neutrino Oscillations in Three Generation
In this section we consider the neutrino oscillation in three generation and represent transition probability from one flavor to another flavor using the components of the Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix (MNS matrix) [7] .
In vacuum, flavor eigenstates ν α (α = e, µ, τ ) are related to mass eigenstates ν i (i = 1, 2, 3), which have the mass eigenvalues m i , by unitary transformation,
where U αi is the MNS matrix.
Transition probability from ν α to ν β (α = β) after having traveled a distance L is given by
where
with κ = 1/4 in natural units or κ = 1.27 in GeV per km and eV 2 and
J is so called, Jarlscog factor [8] , Im(J ij αβ ) obtained by the (anti-) cyclic permutation of (e, µ) and (1, 2) are all equal to (−)J.
CP Asymmetry and Two Kinds of Triangles
In this section, we would like to investigate CP asymmetry obtained from (3) schematically. We introduce two kinds of triangles. One is a unitarity triangle defined by J ij αβ in (3), which we call MNS triangle. The other is another new triangle defined by φ ij also in (3), which we call oscillation triangle. We describe the definitions of the two kinds of triangles after we present our main results. CP asymmetry is presented by using the sides of the two kinds of triangles as
where D is defined by
and |a|, |b| and |c| are the sides of an MNS triangle and |l|, |m| and |n| are an oscillation triangle as in Fig.1 .
|b| |c| |a| The definition of the two kinds of triangles are as follows. At first, we define MNS triangle by introducing complex numbers, a, b and c as
whose absolute values mean the length of the three sides of an MNS triangle because of unitarity condition,
J ij αβ of (3) are rewritten with the three sides of an MNS triangle from the relations such as
Next, we define oscillation triangle. We choose one side (the base of the triangle whose length has no physical meaning and is chosen arbitrary) and two base angles, φ 21 and φ 32 , as shown in Fig.2 to define the oscillation triangle. Note that while the base is constant in baseline length, L, both φ 21 and φ 32 are dependent on L from the definition. It should be emphasized that the position of point A depends on L and point A is located above or below the base line of the triangle. Oscillation triangles belong to either two classes like in Fig.2 . In Case I point A is located above the base like in Fig.2 (a) and in Case II point A is located below the base like in Fig.2(b) . The interior angles of the oscillation triangles, η 1 , η 2 and η 3 , are determined as follows in each cases.
Case I In Fig.2(a) the interior angles are
where N and N ′ are integers which can be chosen to make η 1 and η 3 between 0 and π.
Case II In Fig.2(b) the interior angles are
where N and N ′ are also integers which can be chosen to make η 1 and η 3 between 0 and π.
As the transition probability of (3) depends only on angles of the oscilletion triangle, the shape is important, on the other hand, the scale and the position in complex plane have nothing to do with the magnitude of transition probability. We choose the radius of the circumcircle as 1 and fix the oscillation triangles in complex plane as in Fig. 3 making use of the arbitrariness of the scale and the position. The three sides, l, m and n, are defined using complex numbers like l = 2 sin η 1 (cos η 3 ∓ i sin η 3 ), m = 2 sin η 2 , n = 2 sin η 3 (− cos η 1 ± i sin η 1 ) (13) as the opposite side of the three angles, where the sign correspond to case I and case II. We replace φ ij of (3) with the sides as
Furthermore, the introduction of complex numbers as the three sides makes possible to represent K as the same form in both cases like
where plus and minus sign correspond to the Case I and Case II respectively and the absolute value of K means the twice of the area of the oscillation triangle. After the definition of the two kinds of triangles described above, we rewrite CP asymmetry,
using the sides of two kinds of triangles. As P (ν α →ν β ) are obtained by the replacement U → U * in P (ν α → ν β ), CP-violating part and CP-conserving part are
where (10) and (14) 
using the theorems about the sides and angles of triangles. The important relations of (6) and (7) are obtained from (17) and (19), where J = 0 and K = 0 are used. At the end of this section, we show the condition which gives the maximal CP asymmetry.
For the purpose, we consider another representation of D like
and from the equality condition of (20) we have 100% asymmetry,
in the case that the ratio of the sides of an MNS triangle and an oscillation triangle is |a| : |b| : |c| = |l| : |m| : |n|,
namely the shapes of the two triangles are the same. Conversly, CP asymmetry is not 100% if the two triangles are not the same shape, then the differences of the shapes determine the magnitude of CP asymmetry.
Estimation of CP Asymmetry
In this section, let us apply the schematic method obtained in the previous section for ν e -ν µ oscillation and estimate the magnitude of CP asymmetry. In the following discussions, the representative set of parameters as in Table. 1 [9] There are two distinct mass differences in three generations and they are set to explain the atmospheric and the solar neutrino deficit. The form of the MNS matrices in these two scenarios are for SMA MSW scenario. In each cases, the MNS triangle corresponding to ν e -ν µ oscillation is shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) . The three sides of the MNS triangle are 
with the schematic method. These values are derived as following two steps. At first, choose L/E such that η 3 = φ 21 = ψ 3 , that is
Second, change the value of L/E obtained from (28) a little so that η 1 = φ 32 −Nπ = ψ 1 , that is
where N L = 4 and N S = 124 for the L/E determined by (28). There is little change for the angle η 3 set at first by the second operation because φ 32 and φ 31 change rapidly compared to φ 21 . Thus, we can easily estimate L/E which gives almost 100% asymmetry as (27) by choosing the oscillation triangle to be the almost same shape as the MNS triangle in Fig. 4 . Next, let us roughly estimate whether L/E of (27) can be realized in future experiments taking the two kinds of experiments as examples. First, in the experiments of neutrino factory [3] , suppose that the energy of neutrino beam is 5 GeV and the baseline length is about 7400 km from Fermilab to Gran Sasso. Second, in the experiments of PRISM [4] , suppose that the energy of the neutrino beam is 100 MeV and the baseline length is L ∼ 250 km from KEK to Super-Kamiokande. The value of L(km)/E(GeV) realized in the two kinds of future experiments are L(km) E(GeV) ∼ 1500 for neutrino factory 2500 for PRISM .
These values of L(km)/E(GeV) are close to the value of (27) for LMA MSW scenario. Therefore, it is expected to obtain rather large CP asymmetry. Actually at the value of L(km)/E(GeV) ∼ 2500 we obtain 
derived from the definition of φ ij and (14) are used.
Finally, let us consider how the magnitude of A CP is changed by sin θ 13 . If sin θ 13 is smaller than the value we choose, |c| and the angle γ corresponding to |c| of the MNS triangle is also small. Eq.(28) leads to small L/E which gives almost 100% asymmetry according to the smallness of γ. Therefore, rather large A CP may be realized not only in LMA MSW scenario but also in SMA MSW scenario if sin θ 13 is small. However, as small γ means the squashed MNS triangle, J and therefore ∆P CP become also small. We need the beam which has high intensity enough to compensate the smallness of ∆P CP to observe A CP .
Summary and Discussions
In the framework of three generations we have mainly investigated CP asymmetry in neutrino oscillations. The main results of this paper are following; (i) We propose the scematical method to estimate the magnitude of A CP . A CP is calculated from the length of three sides of an MNS triangle and an oscillation triangle. A CP takes the maximal value in the case that the shapes of the two triangles are the same.
(ii) In vacuum ν e -ν µ oscillation, we obtain almost 100% asymmetry in L(km)/E(GeV) ∼ 3200 for LMA MSW scenario and in L(km)/E(GeV) ∼ 88000 for SMA MSW scenario.
(iii) In PRISM experiment to be expected to realize near future, we obtain about A CP ∼ 90% for LMA MSW scenario and A CP ∼ 3% for SMA MSW scenario with sin 2 2θ 13 ≃ 0.04.
Finally we note the prospect in future. In order to determine the magnitude of CP asymmetry we need to estimate other parameters of the MNS matrix as precise as possible. Furthermore, the mass differences and mixing angles are changed by the earth matter effect in practical long baseline neutrino experiments. We would like to investigate how large the earth matter effect is in CP violation and in what region our results are ineffective in the paper to be prepared. We will also study A CP averaging in the neutrino energy and the baseline length in order to estimate CP violating effects in practical experiments. If the limitation of the energy resolution is improved, the CP violating signals become more sharp. We should consider the better method to obtain the CP violating signal as sharp as possible. In addition, we investigate other MNS triangles in the next paper.
